
SPECIAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NOVI 
SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 2024 AT 9:00 A.M. 

Mayor Fischer called the meeting to order at 9:02 A.M. 

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

ROLL CALL: 

ALSO PRESENT: 

Mayor Fischer, Mayor Pro Tern Casey, Council Members Gurumurthy, 
Heintz, Smith, Staudt*, Thomas 

Victor Cardenas, City Manager 
Danielle Mahoney, Assistant City Manager 
Thomas Schultz, City Attorney 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA: 

CM 23-12-153 Moved by Casey, seconded by Smith; MOTION CARRIED: 6-0 

To approve the Agenda as amended. 

Roll call vote on CM 23-12-153 

AUDIENCE COMMENTS: 

Yeas: Casey, Gurumurthy, Heintz, Smith, 
Thomas, Fischer 

Nays: None 
Absent: Staudt 

Joe Bertera, 130 Rexton, said he noticed all the honoring of past politicians in the City. He 
said that was great, but he was trying to figure out why they don't honor what the leaders 
did in 1986 when the Lakefront Protection ordinance was passed. He said Mr. Fried, the 
attorney at the time, stated this ordinance does not have any application to existing 
subdivisions, or multiple dwellings. He said this ordinance was meant for future 
development. He said somehow the city is now using this lakefront protection ordinance 
to sue one person in his neighborhood to get their dock out of the water because of a 
complaining neighbor. He said if you honor people and run a campaign based on your 
history in Novi, but you're saying the history from 37 years ago saying this ordinance 
doesn't apply to existing subdivisions is being ignored. HE said you can ' t pick what history 
to honor and what not to honor. He said they want to segregate his neighborhood and 
it's not fair. He said this world lately is about inclusion, but what they' re doing is tearing 
apart his neighborhood over a boat doat. 

*Member Staudt arrived at 9:04 a.m. 

PURPOSE OF THE MEETING 

1. Outline and framing of the day - Victor Cardenas and Jaymes Vettraino 

City Manager Cardenas said they have a packed agenda with a lot to d iscuss. He said 
staff is present to provide support. He introduced Mr. Vettraino who will help facilitate 
the day's events. 
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Mr. Vettraino said he has a small consulting firm and helps cities with facilitation and 
recruitment. He explained that this was a goal setting session, and it was important to 
honor people's opportunity to share ideas about short- and long-term goals. He spoke 
about how the City Manager- Council form of government and what is within Council's 
responsibility and what is staff's responsibility. As you're thinking about goals and 
priorities, think about the high-level things. He said he will keep them on track and 
reminded Council that they were not looking at vision and purpose during this meeting. 
He said they would be focused on strategic goals and some priority action items that 
were predefined. He said to make sure that the goals are narrow in scope and clearly 
understood, as well as measurable and time based. He explained that even though 
something may become a lower priority for Council, it doesn't mean that it's lost. He said 
priority is what was most important and for them to express the things they are most 
concerned about for the next 12 months and beyond. He said they have the guidelines 
for the day, and they will be strategic goals and priority p lanning. 

2. Initial City Council Member Roundtable Thoughts - Mayor Fischer 

Mayor Fischer explained they were moving into the initial roundtable thoughts and 
thanked City Manager Cardenas and Mr. Vettraino. He said he remembered sitting 
down with City Mana ger Cardenas and thinking about what goal setting would look like 
and there were two main reasons he wanted to have it on a Saturday and have a longer 
discussion. He said one is because they have a relatively new Council. He thought having 
a long session would give everyone the opportunity to have some dialogue and think 
through the goal setting process. He felt it was more appropriate given the makeup of 
Council. He said the other piece is that they are going to talk about transformative 
projects, which is a new moniker. He said the idea was that they've talked about things 
like ITC expansion, redoing ITC, Beck Road, senior centers, senior housing, recreation 
centers, fire stations, police stations and they have a lot of ideas out there. He said they 
are probably talking about $50 to $150 million in projects. He said they need to start 
thinking, as a Council, about narrowing that down and prioritizing. He said they don't 
want staff feeling like they're aimlessly wandering or spinning their wheels. He said they 
weren't making decisions on those things today, but it will give an opportunity for Council 
to have one-on-one discussions with staff members and the subject matter experts. He 
explained they've been given a plethora of data, hundreds of pages on these topics. 
He said it 's time to start advancing those and give prioritization and clear d irection. He 
said on the flip side, he would like staff to give them direction as they talk about goals, 
economic development, and safety, which of those they think are also going to 
accomplish. It needs to be a two-way discussion. 

Mayor Fischer said moving into the goal setting piece, his initial thoughts were that they 
used to have seven buckets of short and long term and he found that to be 
overwhelming. He said a few years ago they went to the NOVI moniker with short and 
long term, which was eight buckets. He said today they were trying something different 
and narrowing the buckets down to 3 and looking at it from a short- and long-term basis. 
He viewed it as a working document, as a working process, and they need to continue 
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to have these discussions. He asked City Manager Cardenas to continue to keep them 
updated. 

Mayor Fischer said thinking about the goals he's put forth and the goals he would 
support, there are three things he wanted to mention. He said he's looking for things that 
are realistic and a ttainable . We've done things in the past, like acquiring 50 acres of 
wetlands in a year. He said if you think about it, it would've been $2.5 to $5 million in 
purchases in a year. He said he's never met a resident that would have wanted to spend 
tha t much money on just preserving wetlands. He said given budget constraints, he was 
looking for realistic and attainable goals. Second, he was looking for a unifying goal that 
would get the majority of Council member's support. He said they've done a good job 
in the first two months of working together, compromising, and trying to move things 
forward. He wanted to continue that, and he thought the goals should represent things 
they can all support. Last, he said he was looking at value proposition. He said they can't 
be everything to everyone. He spoke about the concept of what is a core city service, 
what is something we can do tangentially for quality of life. There are a lot of other 
entities, like the county and state, that have a lot more money than we have, more 
resources than w e do, and maybe we leave some things to them. He said he's looking 
for things that he thinks the residents of Novi want us taking our limited staff resources and 
limited budget resources and doing. He said for his parting comments, especially for the 
newer Council members, was that not everything has to be a goal to be advanced. Even 
if something is a good idea, they can still fit it in the budget discussions or Mayor and 
Council Issues. Just because something doesn't become a goal, doesn' t mean we can't 
continue to have discussions about it. He said he looked forward to good discussions. 

Mayor Pro Tern Casey thanked the Mayor, City Manager Cardenas, and Assistant City 
Manager Mahoney for recognizing that they need to have this process and they need 
to take it seriously. They need to be having the conversation so they can start moving the 
city forward. There's a lot of work to be done. She said the Mayor mentioned 
accountability and she didn't feel that Council and City Administration have held 
themselves accountable to meeting the goals. They have provided long lists of goals and 
sometimes they don't get done for various reasons, but they don't talk about that. She 
said she was looking forward to getting quarterly updates from the administration about 
what they talk about at the table and understand what's being done and what's not 
being done, and why. She said there are probably very valid reasons why things don' t 
get done. She said she's looking for that measure of accountability where they look at 
each other and hold themselves and staff accountable. She thanked the city team for 
presenting ideas and brainstorming for them and provided an employee survey. She 
appreciated hearing from the staff and getting their perspective on how things are 
working in the city as an employee. She said there are things they may be able to 
address as a Council and there are things that will be on administration to address. She 
thanked her colleagues in advance because she knew they took a lot of time to do this. 
She said she looked forward to being overwhelmed by the number of ideas that they 
would see and the conversation they would have. She said what was new this year was 
the idea of talking about transformative projects. She said she spoke to a lot of residents 
about these projects, and they have a lot of work ahead of them. There are a lot of big 
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ideas that have been talked about and then nothing ever happened. She explained 
the piece of this transformative project that she was eager to make sure they incorporate 
is understanding how we might start engaging our residents in seeking their prioritization. 
She said there are some big numbers, and they need to understand how the residents 
want them to prioritize. They can't do a ll $150 to $250 million worth of work tomorrow or 
even the next year. They need to prioritize what gets done first, and when. She said she 
really looked forward to understanding what kind of person, what kind of survey, what 
kind of focus groups, what kind of open houses, we can have to hear from residents to 
get their perspective on how they might prioritize getting the work done. She said it's 
incumbent upon them to understand in what order they need to get them done. 

Member Thomas thanked everyone who put the schedule together and she was happy 
to have the opportunity to discuss these goals. She said they have a lot of information 
and it's hard to comprehend all the many different things that must be understood in 
detail. She said as she entered goals, she did so with the thought of what the community 
needs, and things she heard in talking to residents. Also keeping in mind, the businesses 
that make Novi their home and how important these things are for everyone. She said 
she felt goals should be measured. She said she was hoping for feedback from staff about 
what might be achievable. Sometimes goals are wonderful but not achievable. She said 
she would like to get feedback from residents and know if they were willing to take the 
tradeoff for certain things. She said she wanted an open discussion with feedback that if 
the goal is not achievable, what compromises can be made. She said there are so many 
things she wants for the community to keep Novi a world class community in reach. 

Member Heintz said he was excited to be there and have the opportunity to help 
contribute and brainstorm. He asked how we differentiate long term and short-term goals 
because sometimes it's easy to implement something, but we want to maintain it as well. 
He said it's a blend of easy, short term to get going, but also the long-term continuity and 
maintenance of that item. He said he was excited to have the discussion and looked 
forward to learning from everyone and contributing ideas. He said he liked how a 
previous member said just because it might not be a defined goal, doesn't mean they 
can't work on and continue to make progress with it. He said he appreciated that being 
acknowledged because they will be limited to so many goals and can still make progress 
in other areas. 

Member Gurumurthy said she was looking forward to learning, listening, and contributing 
as much as she could. She thanked staff for onboarding her so quickly and providing all 
of the information. She said she appreciated the surveys that were conducted, and the 
reports shared. She based most of her goalso n the survey data. She said one key thing 
she wanted to bring forward is seeing that goals are backed up by data, facts, etc. She 
said she appreciated Member Casey bringing up tracking the goal, but also wanted to 
make it available for citizens to easily track the progress they make. She said some of the 
goal may be easier to measure and some of the goals they may need to set measurable 
targets like percentages or such. She said was looking forward to contributing and 
learning from this. 
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Member Smith said he thought this would be a great session. He said they talk internally 
about what the goals are and then we see if those goals meet the reality of what the 
customers need and it 's a constant feedback process. He said they need to make sure 
they are not only setting goals but tracking them and making sure they continue in the 
right d irection. He said he was excited, and it was going to be a good day and they will 
do some good work for the residents of Novi. 

Member Staudt said years ago when they had goal setting sessions, the idea was to 
provide staff some ability to understand what Council's priorities were prior to putting a 
budget together. He said as time went on; it became a meeting that was planning the 
survival of the city. The years 2009 to 201 1 were full of unbelievable challenges and 
difficult decisions. Goal setting back then was a preamble to providing the City Manager 
with an opportunity to understand what Council expected to cut during budget time. 
He said we are now into 2023-2034 and we are a vibrant city and things are going well. 
He d idn 't think we would see an economic tsunami coming. We have some high-ticket 
things that we have to consider, and it will be interesting to talk about the transformative 
projects because they're a ll important and we can't afford them all. He said a previous 
Council member said we need to talk about our needs, not our wants, and he disagreed 
with her. He said now there are a lot of needs that need to be considered. He wanted to 
impart some wisdom as being the o ld timer. Don't worry about whether we can pay for 
good ideas. If we had done that, we wouldn't have the ITC Trail or a lot of things we 
ended up getting. They had no idea when they made those goals how they were going 
to pay for them, they were just good ideas. They were something they needed time to 
figure out how we were going to pay for them but it's not their job to do the goals of staff. 
The City Manager provides his staff with goals. He said a lot of the time they think they 
need to tell the City Manager or his staff what their goals are, but they need to provide 
vision and innovation. He said they don't need to tell them what they need to do within 
their jobs. He said let's step outside the box and do things that are big picture, exciting, 
visionary but if it has to do with somebody's job within the city, let the City Manager give 
them that goal and hold them accountable. He said Council doesn't hold individual 
department heads accountable, they hold the City Manager accountable. He said he 
was looking forward to hearing the ideas. He said he has one important goal down the 
road and that is figuring out how we can improve our city in a way that we can afford. 

3. Early Budget Input (Short- and Long-term Exercises) - Victor Cardenas & Jaymes 
Vettraino 

City Manager Cardenas said he appreciated all the remarks. He said they resonate with 
him and summarize why they are all present and what the goal is. He said most 
importantly, this was for staff to receive Council's input and feedback on what they want 
to see in the annual budget. He said they a lready summarized it, but he was looking for 
c lear direction that staff will take and report back with whether we can do it or not. He 
said as we look into some of the goals that were populated, there are a lot of things that 
we've worked on in the past. He reiterated that we have a fantastic and dedicated staff, 
but their resources and time are not unlimited. Ther are limits to all of that and we need 
to be able to prioritize. He said we have done a lot of work on these different issues and 
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there is a ton of data that can be provided about Public Safety, infrastructure, sanitary, 
wetlands, woodlands, and all of that. He said they are using a platform to input goals. 

Mayor Fischer said to summarize, they will go through "Operate" short term and Council 
will be able to see all the goals that have been put in and can change them or add 
more. Then they will move to the next bucket and so on. Then they will take a break from 
the process and move into some different discussions while the goals are reviewed and 
grouped if similar. City Manager Cardenas confirmed that was correct. 

There w as d iscussion of both long- and short-term goals for each of the categories: 
Operate, Build, and Invest. 

4. Transformative Project Introduction and Financing Questions - Jaymes Vettraino 

Mr. Vettraino said the goal is to take some time outside of this space to talk about those 
transformative projects that the city has had on it's agenda for several years. It also gives 
the City Manager and Assistant City Manager time to go through the goals. He said this 
is one of the most important activities they will do throughout the budget process. He said 
they will move into those transformative projects. They will have the opportunity to sit with 
the subject matter experts to ask questions or to better understand the prioritization or 
difficulty. He said it was important to take time to directly engage elected officials with 
the talented employees the c ity has. He explained there were five projects: Beck Road, 
ITC reconfiguration, older adult needs, public safety building needs. He said there will be 
5 tables in the atrium and they will be a ble to visit each to talk with the subject matter 
experts to ask questions and staff can provide information. There will be a note taker at 
each to take notes and keep track of any outstanding questions Council members may 
have. 

City Manager Cardenas said Finance Director Johnson was available to speak about the 
funding piece in terms o f process or a financing mechanism if there were any questions. 
There were no questions. 

Break - Small Group Discussions 

5. Goal Setting Discussion and Voting - Cardenas and Mahoney 

Mr. Vettraino said the next exercise is the early budget input exercise and the 
transformative projects. He complimented staff and Council members for being 
prepared and asking great questions. 

City Manager Cardenas said they went through the goals and moved some into more 
accurate buckets and grouped goals. He went through goals they grouped to ensure 
Council agreed. There was discussion of both long- and short-term goals for each of the 
three categories. The Council then ranked the top goals (see attached). 
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Mayor Fischer said the next steps would be for these goals to be brought back to Council 
for final review and approval. He said they also expect "red box" updates in the ad min 
packets and a presentation from the City Manager potentially in six months. 

City Manager Cardenas said they will have a component on the website that would 
track the goals and progress of goals as well. 

6. Transformative Project Priority and Funding 

Mr. Vettraino said they are looking for a temperature check on the transformative 
projects. City Manager Cardenas had sent them an email with a link to transformative 
ranking to provide a comment on each project. He said the goal is to provide staff with 
direction on each of the five projects in terms of whether it's something to continue to 
invest staff time in as a top priority or possibly it's not a top priority. He said this is a ton of 
money being discussed but they should remember it requires a lot of staff time. That, by 
nature, means other things won't get invested in by staff. He said to use that as a 
discerning mechanism so staff can prioritize their time based on this temperature check. 
He said this will help staff think about these projects appropriately in planning. The Council 
then ranked the transformative projects. 

Mr. Vettraino said the City Manager and Assistant City Manager will review that feedback 
and provide a summary back to them. 

ADJOURNMENT - There being no further business to come before Council, the meeting 
was adjourned at 12:59 P.M. 

Cort~ity Clerk Justin Fischer, Mayor 

~ ~ Date approved: January 22, 2024 
Transcribed by Deborah S. Aubry 



B ·1d UI a d esrra bl e an VI ran t communi:v or res, ents an db us1nesses 
Idea Votes 

SHORT-TERM 
DTE Matters 7 

Woodlands and Wetlands Ordinance Reivew 6 
Assess & create a Novi Downtown Vibrancy Strategy that is organized under four pillars: 
Downtown as a home - (e.g. create outdoor space for people to gather?) 
Downtown as an economic center (e.g. entice retailers to remain in and open downtown) 
Downtown as a destination (e.g. bring diverse business/restaurants/specialty shops/international 5 
festival/international taste fest/ farmers market, street performers to enhance the brand of Novi as a diverse 
community) 
Downtown as a safe, welcoming place e.g. Encourage inclusive, connected, walkable streets)- PG 

Broadband- Create a broadband master plan- ET 5 

Develop proposals for council action to address entry/college age and older adult housing for new and 4 
redevelopment. 

Identify areas and build trails throughout Novi for Pocket Parks 4 

Develop a policy/strategy for the Tree Fund -- both revenue and expense - JF 4 

Acquire and obtain control of Shawood Lake and study rehabilitation 3 

Develop and manage a list of companies that can help seniors who need to get work done around their 2 
home (lawn maintenance, snow maintenance, etc.) with a goal of identifying high quality companies who 
may offer discounted rates for seniors. - LC 

More community festivals - 50s Fest is out of date, but similar community events more frequently during the 2 
year. Acknowledge the diversity in our community- BS 

Expand scope of neighborhood sign program. (e.g. is per sign dollar amount still sufficient to be an 1 
incentive, can we promote other worthy beautification efforts within subdivisions); Is there a similar 
program to encourage beautification of businesses, etc? - JF 

Identify traffic sidewalk section (-2 miles) and place benches along it. - BS 1 
Develop an assistance program for people in dire need address ordinance vio lations (grass cutting, etc) 1 
- not meant to be a continuous program (e.g. limited to one "assistance" every 5 years or the like) - JF 

Support the implementation of the Novi Publ ic Library Strategic Plan (e.g funding, space)- PG (MOVED 1 
FROM INVEST) 

Winter outdoor skating rink/summer farmers market or other use (Farmington Hills, Sterling Heights 1 
examples) - BS 

Work with Northville to connect trails/paths/sidewalks between cities at Center, Taft, Novi, Griswold - BS 1 

LONG-TERM 
Construct a Facility that serves and connects ALL of our residents 5 
Develop walkable 'Pocket Parks' in areas of city where there are no walkable parks - BS 5 
Pursue partnership with Northvillefor Trail connection from Novi-Northville, possibly near the railroad 4 
bridge on 8 mile (e.g. presentation at Walkable Novi)- JF 

Work with neighboring communities to complete connections through Novi to local trail systems 4 
(Airtine/Huron Valley, Hines Drive, 1-275 when complete). Make Novi businesses an appealing rest stop 
for cyclists using the trails - BS 
Transform the Novi Downtown and create a brand as a gathering space for diverse communities - PG 2 
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Continue to pursue and purchase of strategic properties in Novi to help preserve community character 1 
(e.g. recent Beck Road properties). This goal does not set specific acres or dollar amount; strategic 
purchases are only made if/when they make sense - JF 

As we move toward build-out/middle age city .. . Support re-development by evaluating and updating City 0 
codes and policies to eliminate barriers and incentivize commercial redevelopment in aging areas - JF 

Operate a world-class sustainable local government. 
SHORT-TERM 

Revamp Boards/Commissions 7 
Establish a Environmental Sustainability Committee 6 
Outreach/Engage with Diverse Popu lations 6 
Long-term Planning 2024 4 
Explore further service consolidation and joint opportunities with NCSD (i.e., programs and building use) - 4 

Intercity Relationships 3 

Update strategy to attract and retain employees 3 

Re-engage with CLAIR to promote enrich relationship with Japan - JF (moved from LT) 3 

Develop a study and determine where to install EV charging stations at city properties with a parking lot - 3 
BS 
Schedule Council Coffee Hours or Council Connections - MH 2 
Do an evaluation of the work being done by employees at all level ; is there additional staffing required for 2 
2024-2025 budget? At same bring back start, stop, continue process to streamline city operations and 
increase efficiencies to reduce workload - JF 

Expand the user of solar power on city buildings with a goal of adding solar power to at least 2 city 2 
buildings. - BS 

Reduce plastic waste - MH 2 

Goals should be made available to the public in an easier format that includes the goal description, 1 
percent complete and expected completion (quarter). Each goal should have measurable targets and 
should be used to consider the goal successfully completed . This information should be added to our 
current website for easy access & progress update. - PG 

Evaluate geothermal heat pump installation for one Novi city building - BS 1 

LONG-TERM 
Develop plan to renew the CIP millage and get it on the ballot in advance of expiration - JF 5 
Prioritize and Implement the top 3 Action Plans from the "Environment & Climate Action Plan". Showing 5 
Progress in numbers against the goals established th rough the Sustainability Plan - PG 

Continue efforts to reduce unfunded and long-term liabilitys by pursuing strategy of Defined Contribution 4 
retirement plans (or Hybrid DB/DC where appropriate) - JF 

Master plan 2040 approved, pillars confirmed , key initiatives prioritized for Novi city sustainability & growth 2 
relative to industry growth (Environment, Mobility, Autonomous etc) 
Implement initiatives to help with Recruit & Retain top class talent to make Novi the best-in-class public 2 
sector employer for citizens - PG 

Ml Green Communities Challenge action items and metrics https://migreencommunities.com/wp- 2 
content/uploads/2022/11/MGC-Action-ltems-Current.pdf maintain Gold rating and increase number of 
action items completed - BS 

Invest properly in beinq a Safe Community at all times for all people. 
SHORT-TERM 

Develop plan to capitalize on indusion in SMART to ensure utilization of the tax dollars we provide to the 6 
system-JF 

Yard Waste Collection 5 
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Revisit the implementation and policy on sidewalk maintenance and repairs with a goal of evaluating all 5 
sidewalks in the city over the next 5 years and repairing those that exceed the conditions required for 
repair-JF 

Work with Northville, Northville Township, Wayne County to get 8 Mile between Novi 4 
and Haggerty fixed - BS 
In 2022 the percentage of our roads in poor condition was 32%. Decrease the number or roads with a 4 
PAS ER score of poor condition (1-4) for roads to less than 30 percent - ET 
Review the Active Mobility Plan 2023, identify the top 3 impactful projects & create proposal for the same - 3 
PG 

Complete connectors 1-5 and 12 per non-motorized master plan - BS (MOVED FROM OPERATE) 2 
Fully staff our combination fire department with goal of O station closures - JF 2 
Identify and place solar panels on at least one new building. - ET 2 
Agree on the future public safety facility needs. - DS 1 
Integrate a Blue Zone approach into all policies for a healthier Novi - MH 1 

LONG-TERM 
Develop plan to ensure senior transit is financially sustainable given growth in senior and requests to add 4 
service times, routes, etc - JF 

Continue to support accreditation (or re-accreditation) of Police, Fire, Dispatch , etc. - JF 4 
In 2022 the percentage of our roads in poor condition was 32%. Decrease the number or roads with a 3 
PASER score of poor condition (1-4) for roads to less than 20 percent. - ET 

Establish & communicate key KPls for City Publ ic Service Performance in compared to other simi lar 2 
communities nation wide & within the state - PG 
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